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New tuition hike
to break 20 grand
Brian Messenger
Journal Staff

The Suffolk University Board of Trustees
voted this month to increase full-time under
graduate tuition by $1,350 for .the 2005-06
school year. The 6.82 percent hike will raise
students' yearly tuition expense to $21,140.
Also increased were tuition rates for the
Law School and for graduate programs in both
the College of Arts and Sciences and Sawyer
School of Management. Suffolk's room and
board rates were also raised for both dormito
ries by 4.5 percent, with the decisions coming
after recommendations by both University
President David J. Sargent and Vice President
/ Treasurer Francis X. Flannery.
"Every school, without exception, has
found it necessary to increase tuition every
year," President Sargent said in an interview
earlier this week.
Sargent described the Tmstees' decision as
a tough but necessary one, while emphasizing
the university's plans to allocate a "significant
ly larger amount [of money] into financial aid
to take care of whom it constitutes the greatest
burden."Sargent noted that despite the
increase, he expects Suffolk to remain below
the state median for tuition prices for the 2005
06 academic year. "This picture hasn't changed
much for the last seven or eight years," he said
about how Suffolk and other universities have
been forced to raise tuition to stay competitive.
Still, Sargent said Suffolk remains "desir
able from a financial standpoint" when com
pared to other private schools in the Boston
area. Admitting that dealing with rising tuition
is presently the "biggest challenge facing high
er education," Sargent also anticipated, "I'm
sure that any [tuition] increase is a burden for
any student."
"We are keenly aware of this added burden
on all our students, but we believe [the
increase is] absolutely essential to maintaining
a high quality of education," Sargent said.
One student skeptical of such tuition
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increases and wary of their consequences is
junior psychology major James Hawco, who
said, "In the position of any student, you have
to really wonder, 'what am I getting out
of this?"'
"I think the appropriate increase in the
financial aid would be necessary if they're
going to increase the overall tuition,"
Hawco said.
According to Sargent, the university typi
cally will allot an equal amount of additional
financial aid to offset increases in tuition, if not
more.
Assistant Dean of Enrollment Management
Christine A. Perry, who oversees much of the
financial aid process at Suffolk, commented
that such a generous allotment will turn out to
be critical for many students.
"I do think the administration is aware that
students here at Suffolk.are extremely depend
ent on financial aid to pay their tuition bills,"
Perry said, who has been working at the uni
versity for over three decades. "1 am hopeful
there will be a generous financial aid increase
this year," she said, although she didn't expect
the Board of Trustees to decide on any actual
amount until April.
Urging students who will need aid to file
for it by the March 1 deadline. Perry cited the
impressive amount of money designated for
the Office of Financial Aid last year.
"I'm optimistic that the same thing will hap
pen this year," Perry said.
Several students expressed little surprise
when hearing the news of the increase, as this
is the fourth straight year since the 2001-02
tuition increased that the price has gone up by
$1,000 or more. In the proposed tuition rates
for the previous academic year the increase
was $998, according to documents provided
by the Vice President's Office.
"All of our costs are going, up," Vice
President / Treasurer Francis X. Flannery said,
citing additional staffing and requisite salary
requests, health insurance and increasing ener
gy costs as a few of the factors out of the many
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Sign of the times...
A copy of The Suffolk Journal dated Nov. 18,1992, shows what a dif
ference a decade can make, in a front-page story. President David J.
Sargent anticipated that Suffolk’s tuition would not exceed $10,000 as
the 1993-94 academic year approached.
In the 13 years since the story was published, Suffolk students have
seen their tuition more than double.
“Every school, without exception, has found it necessary to increase
tuition every year,” Sargent said in an interview earlier this week.
Undergraduate full-time tuition has increased from $19,790 to
$21,140.

see TUITION, page 3

Renowned activists, headiiners for Progressive Week
John Forrester
Journal Staff

Suffolk's Students for Peace and Justice
wrapped up their Progressive Week with
two events on Feb. 10 and 11, bringing
notable and controversial activists on cam
pus to recount the highlights of their careers
and offer advice and inspiration to students
in attendance.
On Thurs., Feb. 10, Captain Paul
Watson, the founder of Greenpeace, spoke
to a crowd at the C. Walsh Theatre and on
Fri., Feb 11, former Weather Underground

member Mark Rudd joined students to
watch a documentary on the militant group
that sought to "Bring the war home" during
America's involvement in Vietnam.
"[Watson] is the foremost environmen
talist on the planet ...there is no one more
knowledgeable," said senior Robert
Laurent, SUSPJ Treasurer. Beginning at the
age of nine when he cut fish trap lines in
Canada, Captain Paul Watson was active in
preserving the environment for most of his
life, eventually founding Greenpeace in
1971.
"[Greenpeace] was a response to nuclear

testing in the Aleutian Islands. We got the
idea from the Quakers, who sailed boats
into Bikini Atoll in 1956 during [weapons
testing] there," Watson said in an interview
prior to his lecture in the C. Walsh.
Watson and his colleagues protested the
use of the islands as a weapons-proving
ground because it was in a nature reserve
and the explosions resulted in tidal waves as
well as the death of over 200 sea otters.
Greenpeace became known throughout
the world in the 1970's as the leading pro
ponent of "direct-action environmentalism,"
which focuses more on tangible results

rather than lobbying efforts. However, by
1977 the organization was moving more in,
the direction of an interest group and was
losing sight of their original mission,
according to Watson.
It was these changes that led Watson to
leave Greenpeace and form the Sea Shepard
Conservation Society, which over the
course of 28 years has sunk nine whaling
ships in Spain, Iceland and Norway.
Watson's fleet of three ships is equipped
with ice-breaking bows so that they can ram

see ACTIVISTS, page 2
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Festival celebrates Greece
Courtney Randon
Journal Contributor

Suzi Brander - Journal Staff

Members of the Sons and Daughters of Alexander the Great per
form a tradition Greek dance at the 5th Annual Greek Festival.

Students of all ethnicities got a
little taste of Greek culture on the
evening of Feb. 10 when Suffolk's
Hellenic Club kicked off their 5thannual Greek Festival in the
Donahue Cafe.
The music DJ Niko blared from
the speakers was the most promi
nent piece of culture displayed that
night.
Niko played a broad sample of
many types of Greek music, rang
ing from traditional to pop.
And of course, where there's
music there's dancing. Bea
Panagopoulos, president of the
Hellenic Club and organizer of the
event, arranged for traditional
Greek dancing performed by the
Sons and Daughters of Alexander

the Great. Enthusiastic club mem
ber Niko Liakis described it as "a
circle dance [with] a lot of kick
ing." All attendees were invited to
join in after the performance.
Students piled their plates high
with the great variety of food pro
vided by the Greek Comer
Restaurant.
The fare included Greek salad,
rolled grape leaves and plenty of
pastries.
While dining, the students
enjoyed watching a screen project
ing images of picturesque
Mediterranean landscapes, ancient
landmarks and Greek citizens.
Spotted through out all the activity
in the cafeteria were blue and
white balloons, representing the
colors of the Greek flag.
All of the preparations for the
evening were pulled together by

Panagopoulos, who described it as
a "strenuous job."
One alleviated with help from
the other club members who over
saw tasks such as the food table
and the door, where a one-dollar
admission charge was collected to
benefit the Hellenic Children's
Cardiac fund.
■
Liakis expressed some disap
pointment in the overall atten
dance, claiming there were "less
people so far than in other years."
He showed a little optimism,
however, stating that he was defi
nitely expecting more people.
Liakis continued that the only
way to get to know Greeks and
their culture is to experience it first
hand at festivals like these. "You
have to spend time with the
Greeks to see how we party and
how friendly we are," he said.

SUSPJ brings activists to Suffolk’s front door
ACTIVISTS from page 1
illegal fishing and whaling vessels.
"Some people write letters, put on animal
costumes and jump around with signs ...
and nothing really gets done," Watson said
of other efforts to draw attention to environ
mental problems. "We react violently when
someone attacks something which we
revere."
Many have criticized Watson and his
methods over the years, dubbing him a
pirate, sea warrior, or more recently, a ter
rorist. "Anyone who disagrees with some
thing is called a terrorist these days," com
mented Watson in his lecture. "We uphold
laws, we go against corporations and gov
ernments that commit crimes."
Along with insights from his career,
Watson offered his observations on the envi
ronment and the world today.
"The problem is getting in touch with
nature and knowing we are inter-dependent,
we are on spaceship earth and the hull is the
biosphere and one day it's going to break,"

Watson said. He proceeded to paint an
image of the future that was bleak, in which
the sanctity of the natural world will be dis
regarded in the pursuit of profits and
exploitation of resources.
"Dying over an oil well is normal in our
society, but protecting an endangered
species ... that's bizarre." In his closing
comments, Watson quoted a Canadian poet
who said, "Break the law before it breaks
you," urging potential activists not to let
laws bar them from hying to affect change.
"Sometimes justice must take precedence
over the law," Watson said.
Over thirty students gathered in the
Donahue building the next day to see the
documentary, "The Weather Underground,"
presented by Mark Rudd. The film detailed
the history of the group's attempted violent
overthrow of the U.S. government.
Rudd became part of the leadership of
the Students for a Democratic Society, the
nation's largest anti-war group at the time.
"Our country was murdering thousands

of people, we didn't know what to do about
it," explained Rudd in the film.
"The situation was, it was the height of
the war and we were in the leadership of the
largest student anti-war group," said Rudd
in his comments following the film.
"We said being anti-war wasn't enough."
Eventually, a schism occurred within the
SDS. "We destroyed SDS because we
thought it was an impediment to revolu
tion," Rudd said.
At this point, for many within the organ
ization, the aim was no longer merely to
oppose the government's policies, but to
force them to change through violence.
"Bring the war home, that was our slo
gan. Make the war visible in the United
States so people couldn't ignore it," Rudd
detailed in the documentary.
The group was known originally as the
Weatherman, later to be tagged The Weather
Underground after most of its members,
including Rudd, were forced into hiding
after they executed a series of bombings on

government buildings and university ROTC
barracks.
Though their mission was to encourage
common people to oppose government poli
cies that they viewed as evil, through the use
of violence Rudd said they assisted the FBI
in dismantling the student protest move
ment.
"I regret the strategy and call for revolu
tion," explained Rudd on his feelings today,
"I'd say things a little differently now."
Many parallels were made with the
Vietnam era and today's situation in Iraq
during discussion with Rudd.
Present at the event were students who
have taken part in recent protests, who said
they benefited from Rudd's advice and
insight.
"1 don't know what needs to be done
now, it's still eating away at me just as it did
30 years ago," Rudd said.
"1 think protest is played out at the
moment, it's un-cool ...the question is: what
are we going to do'.’"

Voices of Suffolk
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Do you think you are getting your money’s worth
at Suffolk?

“I think I get my
money’s worth, com
pared to other
schools, you can’t
really argue.”
Jorge Rivera
Senior

Ik

Compiled by: Jenn O’ Callaghan

“Yes, because 1 think
I’m learning a lot of
stuff I wouldn’t have
known otherwise.”
Jonathan Orsini
Sophomore

“I think so, if you
put time and effort
into getting involved,
then you definitely
get your money’s
worth.”
Verena Seipp
Junior

“No, considering 1
could buy a damn
good car for that,
especially over the
past four years.”
Dan Zappulla
.
Senior

“No, the value could
be better.”

Matt Mitchell
Senior
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Prof, waxes philosophical on Kant and evil
Christopher DeFillippi
Journal Staff

On Feb. 14, Siena College professor
Pablo Muchnik came to Suffolk to lecture
philosophy faculty and students about his
studies on the concept of evil in the philoso
phies of Immanuel Kant.
"Despite the proximity of the problem of
evil, or perhaps because of its proximity, it is
not the center of the debate," Muchnik said
in his lecture entitled "Kant on the Sources
of Evil," held in the Mimce Conference
Room.
,
Quoting the existentialist philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche, Muchnik stated that
contemporary morality lies "under the shad
ow of a dead God," and that questions of
morality are often dismissed as remnants of
a "slave mentality."
Muchnik explained there are challenges
to dealing with evil, a concept usually
addressed in a religious context, with moral
philosophy, which tends towards being sec
ular. Kant, however, did just this, rejecting
traditional religious conceptions of evil
while still managing to address the subject.
"A cormpt rationality consists of too

much," Muchnik said. "We are neither ani
mals or devils ... The human will is not
solely rational, it is also sensual... It is het
erogeneous. It has radical and incommen
surable demands ip and of itself"
"Kant miderstood rightly that if evil has a
place in moral philosophy, there must be an
equal choice [between good and evil],"
Muchnik said. "It is this emphasis on
accountability that allows Kant to focus on
evil as a result of the human will."
Muchnik used Kant's notion of the cate
gorical imperative to determine if an action
should be committed or not.
According to the Imperative, one must
ask what would happen if an action one
takes were performed by every human on
the planet.
If the action would make the world bet
ter, the action should be performed. If it
would make the world worse, it should be
refrained from.
Muchnik explained, however, that if one
is to take Kant's view, then the nature of evil
lies in what motivates people to choose a
course of action, not its results.
"The good man is the one who adopts
morality, and gives it the upper-hand,"

training."
He then described such a mindset."! treat
[others] as mere means to my goals; I am
willing for them to sacrifice themselves as
autonomous [beings]," Muchnik argued.
Suffolk philosophy professor Denis
Outwater argued that Kant's categorical
imperative could still be an acceptable tool
for gauging morally appropriate behavior.
"You can't universalize '1 will kill mil
lions of people if my leader says so,"'
Outwater said. "Because you could be one
of them."
There were still some problems with this
argument, among the audience.
"Without the ability to say 'no' to the uni
versal, than all is lost," Giancola said.
"We'll all just be moral automatons."
Muchnik explained that, if one is to take
Kant's view, then evil lies in what motivates
people to act, not necessarily in the results of
their actions.
He understood that this makes evil a dif
ficult quality to pinpoint.
"The [origin] of evil is twice removed
from observation," Muchnik said. "You
need to look at the choices and then the
motive behind the decision."

Increase, no surprise

to paper.

Tor die Journal.

Muchnik said. One who is evil, he said of
Kant's theories, will always prioritize self
interest.
"Now, why is the concern of my happi
ness a case of evil?" Muchnik asked. "The
observable actions [of a person] are always
according to the written laws, but the moti
vation is always self-love. Are we ready to
call this person evil?"
Judging by some of the discussion that
followed Muchnik's lecture, some members
of the audience were not.
"It's rare that any lecture on Kant has
enraged myself to the point where my
palm's were sweaty," said Suffolk professor
Donna Giancola, to laughs from the audi
ence.
She asked if freedom could exist if
everyone was expected to submit to the cat
egorical imperative.
After several audience members asked
questions of subjective moral guidelines,
such as that of the Nazis believing they were
working for the good of Germany or just
following orders, Muchnik argued that "in
reality, you see all types of self-deception."
He pointed out that being able to recog
nize others as human beings requires "moral

TUITION from page 1
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SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY'S BLACK STUDENT UNION
PROUDLY PRESENTS.

involved.
Flannery echoed Sargent's claim that such
tuition increases are necessary if Suffolk is to
continue on with its educational goals, simi
larly stating, "Suffolk University's tuition is
very low in relation to its peers."
Laura Corda, a junior government major,
admitted that she was lucky enough to have
her parent's full support with her tuition
needs. "I wouldn't be going to college if my
parents weren't paying," Corda said, after
noting how steep tuition can be for working
students.
Like many students, Corda was skeptical
as to what the extra money might be used for.
"A university is like any other business they're interested in making money," she

said.
Max Koskoff, a sophomore class repre
sentative with the Student Government
Association, said, "I have no problem with
[the Trustees] raising tuition, as long as they
show the results."
Koskoff imagined building the 10
Somerset St. dorms and the acquisition of 73
Tremont St. for university use were expen
sive endeavors, but he still wanted changes
in every-day student life that he has yet to
see since his tuition was raised before this
academic year.
"Smart classrooms in Sawyer can easily
be incorporated into Donahue, the rest of
Sawyer and Ridgeway," Koskoff said.
"Anything 1 can literally see and touch and
feel. I'll be happy with."

10 Somerset loses water
The 10 Somerset St. residence hall was
without water most of Mon. Feb. 14.
Assistant Director of Residence Life
Shaimon Werner said that students were
forced to go to the 150 Tremont St. residence
hall to use the cafeteria services. According
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C. Wdsh Theatre February 18,2005
From 6:30-9:00pm (Doors open 6:00}
Tickets sold at the Door!
$2 ujj College ID... $3 General piOREFm&ij
17+ Event (Wamifig: Some of the comedians may use strong
language)

Women in
Business
Woiri^rr’s Wa. Trcizro]oe
S am±n.a2r
Do you know the difierence between “Business Dress”
and “Business Oa.sual?” If not, come join us! We’re
headed to Brooks Brothers on Newbury' St. for a private
wardrobe seminar.
Space is limited to 25 student, so please reserve your
space quickly by e-mailinji^: tara.canip@ginaU.com.

Txiis:s<ia.y, FeB. 22

12z50 Sliario!
-Sifwyer Lobby

Directions: Taka ihe T to Park St; 41 Temple St behind toe State House

to Werner it was non-Suffolk related con
struction work that caused the incident.
Facilities management was unavailable for
comment late Tue. Feb. 15.
The water was off for nearly six hours
and was resolved shortly after 8 p.m.

-Alf

X-tokens will
be provided
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Opinion
staff Editorial
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Cha Ching
It is that time of year again.
No, not that time — although we hear Cancun for spring break
is a blast!
It's the time of year when the Board of Trustees and President
Sargent roll out the annual tuition increase. News of the tuition
increase travels faster then that of free food on the 4th floor of the
Donahue building, but no one is ever surprised by the information.
Why should they be? Tuition increases are a fact of life, they
should even add it to the death and taxes thing. Sure sounds right,
"there are only THREE things-certain in life, death, taxes and
TUITION INCREASES." No need to get all up-in-arms about it,
this is coming at you like a freight train and it is the practice at uni
versities across the nation.
By now you must be asking yourself, what 13 hundred dollars
you will spend here next year will pay for.
That is a good question. Are there plans to buy another build
ing, build a parking lot, give the Journal Staff a raise - or for that
matter a salary at all, Jacuzzi on the roof of sawyer - nope? Then
what? Well, this is where the matter goes to that ubiquitous "gray
area." The university has more costs and as the consumer we get
the short-end of the proverbial stick. The sticker shock may make
you want to cry, but consider this: when university President
David J. Sargent wrote a check for his first year of law school,
back in the early ‘50s, it was an outrageous $400.
No, that is not a typographical error, there isn't a zero missing,
you read it correctly.
This should leave a nagging question in your mind, one that
might make you loose sleep tonight; what will you pay for your
kids to go to college?
At the rate things are going, 80, or 90, thousand dollars
seems...well, realistic.
In an archived issue of the Journal, the staff at the time chal
lenged the administration to keep tuition "as low as possible."
Well, duh!
The truth is, we cannot blame Suffolk administrators for the
price hike, we have to blame our society. It is a greedy culture that
feeds this cycle that will have us thinking "geez, I wish I could go
back to the $20-thousand days," when the days our kids are out
playing beer pong and planning their spring break trip, arrives.
The good news (or the bad, depending on what your perspec
tive may be) is out of 58 area private colleges, Suffolk remains a
low 43 on the list of tuition costs, while the schools Suffolk com
petes with are in the one to 15 range.
Outrages, unnecessary, overpriced - yes, but it’s not just
Suffolk, so we need to stop worrying and start saving. After all,
those damn kids grow up so fast.
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Future of colleges online
Lane Weaver
Daily Collegian - Pennsylvania State
What is the mark of a college
edueation? Of eourse, there's the
so.cial aspect: meeting people,
going to parties, learning how to
work and live with others.
Then there's the responsibility
aspeet: finding a place to live, pay
ing the bills on time, balaneing and
weighing time eommitments.
But the main reason we osten
sibly come to college is to study an
aeademic field and earn a degree.
Ideally, this will help us devel
op an interest we are passionate
about for our post-eollegiate days,
even if it is only monetary gains.
And we pay big bucks to do it.
Tuition this year is the highest it
has ever been, technology fees
abound and despite the "magical"
seeds I bought on eBay, apart
ments still don't grow on trees. Is it
worth it though?
Take away the time spent at
home reading and studying course
material, whieh could be done
without Penn State and what
you're left with are leetures, office
hours and labs.
It might be a misnomer to eall
these the "intangibles" of the col
lege education, but when you
think about it, it's what we're real
ly paying for.
But few of us actually utilize
these resources and I'll be the first
to admit it. If I have a question,
you know what I do? I don't either,
but it probably won't be visiting a

professor during office hours.
I'm usually pretty disinterested
by my labs and I'm no stranger to
missing classes. Worse yet, when
I'm in elass, I just passively sit
there, not asking questions or
answering ones posed by teachers.
The problem is that I am, by all
aeeounts, atypical college student.
The last point in particular is so
prevalent that it bears more diseussion.
I envisioned professors to be
dynamie and classes to be interest
ing and engaging. But by and
large, it hasn't turned out that way.
Most professors just want to get
through the material and students
are more than content to be retieent in elass.
I think the latter can be attrib
uted to the "that guy" effect. No
one wants to be the guy who the
teaeher tells to beg and roll over,
or the one who eauses elass to run
over with a good, but ill-timed
question; we'd be afraid of what
our classmates might think.
My solution could be to put a
keg by the door, or perhaps install
open bars in the back of every
elassroom.
Maybe then we'd finally loosen
up, stop caring about what other
students thought and start engag
ing our professors (of course as the
number of drinks increase, the
positive effect will be offset ine
briation, but there's got to be some
minimum there that the engineers
can find).
Hovvever, the answer is to go

electronie. If we're not asking
questions we need to in class and
all the information in our notes can
be found in the book, then why
even make the 8 a.m., trek?
But lets take it a step further
and archive everything online,
including videos of lecture.
You might say that this will
only be feasible in a few years, or
maybe when we're ready to send
our ehildren off to college and
right now an edueation.from the
online University of Phoenix just
doesn't eut it.
I agree and that's why I'm going
to MIT. Not many people know
that the arguable epicenter of high
er education began offering its
courses online, free of eharge and
to the world in 2002.
Right now, I'm taking an intro
ductory computer science class
from the top computer science
program in the eountry.
The text, syllabus, course
notes, videos and assignments are
all there. And although MIT main
tains that these are not a substitute
for the real thing, they are pretty
close.
So have the opportunities to
watch the football team beat
Nebraska, discover the seeret
recipe for monkey boys and join
the "I know Milton" fan elub been
worth the tens-of-thousands of
dollars I've begrudgingly forked
over to this university?
Now there is a real class dis
cussion that you may actually
want to participate in.
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Making sure the first date isn't the iast
A common misconception for guys when
asking a girl out is once the question,
"So...you want to go out sometime," has
been popped and the answer that follows is
"yes," the hard part is behind them. Well
fellas, sorry to break it to you, but it's just the
beginning of the first date process.
I'd say about 99 percent of the time, the
guy assumes the girl will want to go out to

Kristin Simmons
dinner, not a crazy romantic place, but a nice
chill restaurant. They can grab a bite to eat
with full service, a nice chat and hopefully a
second date will follow (or they'll hit it off
so well, a long night ahead at his place).
I'm going to let you in on a secret guys,
going out to eat is not the best first date from
the female perspective. Have you ever
thought of what going out to eat really
entails? Well, here are a few examples we all
can relate to:
1.) The Face-to-Face Examination: I'm
sure when you asked your girl out, you
weren't able to sit and stare at her face for an
hour prior to popping the question. If you
didn't realize, going out to eat involves look

ing at each other for one, maybe even two, er brings the check. You clearly state, "I'll
hours. This gives you plenty of time to ana take that," to the waiter as you look at the
girl and smile.
lyze each other's facial features to a T.
Don't worry guys. The Girl didn't expect
What if you notice a few extra facial
hairs (she has one eyebrow instead of two)? to pay when you asked her out. The
What if she notices the giant white head on announcement wasn't neeessary. So you
your chin that you planned to pop tomor now have the check and you begin to sweat,
row? Ok, fine you weren't going to pop it at "how do I get 20 percent?" The girl sits
across the table wondering why you're
all...
What if the beer goggles were in full- absolutely freaking out. "How much could
effect when you asked this girl out? Did you the bill be? I only got a salad...cheap date,"
make sure the restaurant had a full liquor she thinks to herself
4. ) The leftovers: As the waiter scoops
license? She'll be pretty again by the end of
up the check on the edge of the table, your
the night.
2. ) The Awkward Silence: This could be girl touches her stomach, flashes a smile and
the worst. You're done placing your orders, says, "That was so good. I'm beyond full!
after you've asked each other the basics - Thank you so much."
Unfortunately you missed whatever she
Where are you from? Sisters? Brothers?
just said because your focus was on the
Now it's time for an actual conversation.
While you're pondering good ideas for a rather large piece of lettuce caught between
good conversation starter, there's an awk her teeth. Did she like her grilled chicken
ward silence at the table. Who breaks it? The and portabella salad that much she wanted
Guy thinks, "Does she like sports? I wish we to save some for later? Chances are, no.
were closer to the TV at the bar."
You’re left with three options:
a. Tell her and embarrass her
Meanwhile the Girl thinks, "I wonder
b. Pray she'll somehow suck it out
what he thinks of me and why is he looking
c. Ask if you have something in your
at me like that?" Someone has to say some
thing here. You pray for the waiter to come teeth. (We like to call it rever.se psych!)
5. ) Holy HAL-itosis: Finally, the dinner
interrupt.
3.) Don't Sweat the Tip: Finally, the wait has ended. Now it's time to leave. The date

either went very good or very bad; there's no
in-between when it comes to firsts. Did you
hit it off? Is a good night kiss necessary? Not
for you big guy. Maybe you shouldn't have
made your buffalo chicken sandwich extra
spicy. Now you're stuck with HAL, no
Altoids and a girl who's lost all self-confi
dence because her date won't even give her
a smooch. I'm sure a few beers will wash
away your buffalo breath when you're alone
at the bar.
Hopefully with this rather detailed break
down, you men will think more carefully
about your future first dates. Here are a few
options to think about:
1. ) The movies - nothing to make us cry
though (mascara is a factor).
2.) A sporting event- Celtics tickets are
always for sale.
'
3. ) Skating on Frog Pond-just make sure
she has coordination.
4. ) Split a scorpion bowl at the Shang:
Cheap date and free goggles.
5. ) Bowling at the Kings- Not my first
choice, but it's a good excuse to wear sneak
ers.
Keep these places in mind for your future
first dates. Who knows maybe you'll finally
get a second date and then you can let her
decide the place and time. Good luck!

Prof, struggling to
For foosball, we march rationalize the irrational
Michael Conte

-

It occupies most bars
in Boston, it's been miss
ing from Suffolk since last
year and it has the poten
tial to unite the Suffolk
Community. That one
thing is Foosball.
Foosball, or table soc
cer as some call it, originated in France. It
became widely popular in Europe during
World War I when it was used to help reha
bilitate wounded soldiers.
In 1960, Lawrence Patterson, while sta
tioned in Germany, began to make a deal
with German manufacturers to import foos
ball tables to the United States. By 1962 the
first Foosball table had hit U.S. shores.
Today there are national and local leagues
around the country dedicated to the fine art
of Foosball.
Foosball cannot only generate an
intense competitive spirit, but also foster a
great social atmosphere and sense of com
munity. It may even have the power to lure
some people back the Students Activities
floor.
"it would help clubs meet each other
beyond just the E-Boards" said Rob
Laurent, member of SUSPJ.
He's right. I can’t count the times I
forged friendships and met new people
when I was a freshman just by playing this
simple-to-play but hard-to-master barroom
staple.
Freshman Steve Rappa agrees, "That
bubble hockey thing sucked, having a
Foosball table would be a big improvement
and bring more people here."
One only has to see the effect Ping Pong

has on the 4th floor to understand the pos
sibilities a Foosball table would bring.
Dozens of different people every day line
up to grab a piece of Ping Pong glory.
Having a Foosball table would not only
add another game for students to play but
also attract people looking for some com
petitive fun.
"If there was a foosball table at the
Student Activities Lounge, I would defi
nitely go up there more often," lamented
junior Stephen Lentini.
Once this table has been obtained and
set up (I'd put it together for free), one can
only imagine the possibilities. Weekly or
monthly tournaments could be arranged.
Dedicated foosball players could start foos
ball clubs.
Eventually we could even play other
colleges and universities. Imagine the
crowd at an annual Suffolk vs Emerson
Foosball match would draw?
It wouldn't be hard to obtain a table.
After a few minutes on the internet, a foos
ball table can easily be found for less then
200 dollars. Like I said, I would put it
together for free.
As for storing the foosball balls, the pro
cedure could be similar to the way the 4th
floor desk attendant keeps and doles out the
ping pong balls.
Once SGA gets its affairs in order, the
first and best thing they could do to get
back on track is to get a foosball table on
the 4th floor.
It would not be a major project, but it
would bring something students want. As a
great man once said, "Give me foosball or
give me death."

suffolkjournal@hotmail.com

Recently found remarks from University
of Colorado professor and Native American
activist Ward Churchill following the Sept.
11 attacks conjurc-up much needed debate

Andrew Curly
about the role U.S. citizens play in their daily
compliance with respect to the evil done
abroad by their nation's military and eovert
organizations.
Additionally, this revelation of wholly
accurate and unfortunately, all too true state
ments by Mr. Churchill should have them
consider the role or the amount of negative
impact their existence as "Americans" has on
the majority of the world.
Through so many words and damning
metaphorical comparisons, Mr. Churchill, in
his analysis of the Sept. 11 attacks "Some
People Just Push Back," reveals a chilling
truth - that "Americans" get only a tiny por
tion of the horrifie consequences that they
deserve: and the Sept. 11 attacks were a reac
tion to United States cruelty abroad. A truth
that's been all too much obfuscated though
their own acceptance of various pundits'
rational and justifications for their many acts
of despotism and exploitation throughout the
world.
Mr. Churchill is entirely accurate in this
thesis and the reactionary outrage to follow
this appropriate application of guilt upon
"Americans" is only a testament to how much
"Americans" need to feel victimized by the
Sept. 11 attacks to fulfill their own selfish
ends. In order to ignore the true cause of such
atrocious attacks, the nature of their involve
ment throughout the world and in order to
continue in the comfort of their lives that

requires so much suffering on the account of
others abroad, "Americans" find themselves
believing in crazy explanations for the Sept.
11 attacks.
From a "clash of civilizations" to God's
punishment against homosexuality and the
legalization of abortions, many excuses have
been professed on the "American" public.
But as Mr. Churchill points out, the simplest
explanation, the Ockham's Razor for the
Sept. 11 attacks, is that the so-called "terror
ists" "were motivated far more by the grisly
realities of the U.S. war against them than by
a set of religious beliefs." It's only a matter of
determining which U.S. atrocity is attributa
ble for the spurring of their hatred.
The rational that Mr. Churchill comes to
and one that many of us at that time similar
ly endorsed, was that the effect of the U.Nimposed sanctions against the people of Iraq
that were directly responsible for the death of
over 500,000 Iraqi children after the Gulf
War, within the region, germinated in many
seeds of hatred against this imperial nation.
Make no mistake, Mr. Churchill does not
morally justify the actions taken by those
who attacked the World Trade Center and
Pentagon on Sept. 11, but he does point-out
that their actions are justifiable by rational
previously accepted by the "American" peo
ple for their own history of collective punish
ment on various groups of people-including
my own people, the Navajo.
Sure there were innocent people killed in
the Sept. 11 attacks, certainly less than the
3,000 ultimately killed, but does this in any
way excuse the nearly 9,000 innocent
Afghanis and Iraqis killed in the wave of vio
lent deaths that this nation exported in reac
tion? If one is justifiable than so is the other.
Nationality and patriotism cannot cleanse
one's soul of this horrible sin.
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Ani DiFranco hits hard with 'Knuckie Down’
Lark Rissetto
Journal Staff

Call her an acclaimed writer/singer/gui
tarist, just don't call her a pretty girl. Ani
DiFranco might be the queen of the folk
rock scene, but she wears her modesty on
her sleeve.
With her impressive track record of
churning out records each year since 1990,
Ani has proved her staying power in an
industry that once rejected her.
After several rejections from major
labels like A&R, Ani said enough is enough
and started her own label called Righteous
Babe Records. '
Ani set out to make her music on her own
terms even though labels didn't see dollar
signs in folk rock. Now, after 21 albums of
both live and studio material, all those
record labels have come to kick themselves
for rejecting such a popular talent.
It is no surprise that skeptics label Ani's
music as "feminist" and that it "only attracts
listeners with hairy armpits." Ani has single
handedly brought the nature of female
power to new heights with each record she
puts out.
Tackling such issues as rape, getting your
heart broken and receiving unequal pay, Ani
makes it her business to address these uni
versal topics in her music.
In her newest release Knuckle Down, Ani
delivers one of her most personal albums to
date.
She breaks out of her solo shell of doing
both the writing and producing by inviting
performer Joe Henry to co-produce.
The record starts off with the title track
"Knuckle Down" where Ani showcases her

teiipiipwa
Photo courtesy of Righteous Babe Records

Proving she is not Just a pretty face, folk rock queen Ani DiFranco gets personal.
signature galloping guitar work and catchy
acoustic style.
It is the perfect way to start off the record
with her poetic tongue leaping from word to
word with such fluency that the finishing
line "'course that star struck girl / is already
someone 1 miss" sets the tone for the second
track.
Ani's experimentation with string
arrangements led to the track "Studying
Stones." The song brings the listener in with
a soft lullaby of weeping strings.
The lyrics paint a picture of a girl looking
to break out of her shell and hit the open
road. It tells of a girl who felt isolated by her

family, but finally lets herself free. When
she sings "see that one's my mother / and
that one's my father / and the one in the hat,
that's me / it's a skill I'd hoped to abandon /
when I got out on the open road / but any
more pent up emotion / and I think I'm
gonna explode" shows she is now her own
woman.
But what is an Ani record without some
bitingly fierce songs filled with growls and
abrasiveness? The third track, "Manhole", is
three minutes and 45 seconds filled with
string breaking guitar riffs and unabashed
vocals.
The song starts off with a sarcastic

undertone but then leaps to the lyric, "but
after my dreaded beheading / I tied that
sucker back on with a string / and I guess I'm
pretty different now / considering," where
Ani lets her anger shine through. This is the
type of song that would make her fingers
bleed if she played it live.
Perhaps the most bone chilling song on
the album is the spoken word tune
"Parameters".
The song is more like an extended poem
and narrative put to a soft repetition of a
keyboard in the background.
It tells of a stranger entering into her bed
room without her knowledge and how her
fear dominated her state of mind. She gives
the listener a simple message: "however
invincible you imagine yourself to be / you
are wrong."
It almost seems like Ani's values of fear
lessness have gotten the best of her and she
is expressing that she is human after all.
This is almost reminiscent of Tori Amos'
spoken track "Me and a Gun" which tells of
Tori's experience with being raped. The
track is powerful and incites chills.
Knuckle Down does have its moments of
the classic Ani formula, but never does it
displease or bore.
Some would say that her records all
sound the same, but in reality they all send
out a different powerful message.
Ani put it best about her music when she
said, "Whether it's a personal relationship or
a societal dynamic or whatever I'm writing
about, it's Just an expression of my nature..
. being affected by the world."
Ani will be performing at the Orpheum
Theatre here in Boston on April 29 and tick
ets are still on sale through ticketmaster.

Hellish vision in 'Constantine’
Amanda Bellamy
Journal Staff

It's a shame Mel Gibson never
considered Keanu Reeves for "The
Passion of the Christ." Reeves has
had more experience playing
Christ-like figures than any other
modem day actor - first as "The
One" in the Matrix trilogy and
now in "Constantine."
Based
on
the
comic
"Hellblazer," "Constantine" hopes
to draw the mature comic lover.
An avid chain-smoker, the chis
eled, blond Brit John Constantine
from the print series bears little
resemblance to the cinematic
incarnation.
While Reeves' Constantine
doesn't abandon the cancerous
pastime, he does adopt an Agent
Smith uniform, complete with
skinny black tie.
In the film, Constantine has
established himself as an experi
enced exorcist.
In a promising opening
sequence. Reeves utilizes a mirror
and
tagline,
"I'm
John

Constantine, asshole," to relieve a
suffering girl of a solider demon.
Post-"Holes" Shia LeBeouf
was once hailed as the next big
thing. Following second-fiddle
stints in "I, Robot" and now
"Constantine," the young actor has
only proven himself more annoy
ing than ever.
Inexplicably the exorcist-in
training has landed a gig driving
Constantine from Job to Job.
LeBcoufs presence is arguably
the worst aspect of "Constantine."
Intended to provide some comic
relief in an otherwise hellish land
scape, most audiences would
rather embrace their demonic feat
than be assisted by LeBeouf
Kicking the plot into gear,
Rachel Weisz seeks the aid of
Constantine when her devoutly
Catholic, mental patient of a twin
sister commits suicide.
The detective suspects some
thing's amiss when her sister
breaks one of the ultimate Catholic
taboos.
With his feet submerged in
water and a cat in his lap,

Constantine Journeys to hell to see
Angie's dead twin, Isabel.
It's during this first Journey into
hell the audience may start to
question the director's back
ground. It should come as no sur
prise to any informed audience
member Francis Lawrence began
his career in music video.
Working with the likes of
Britney Spears, Will Smithy Sarah
McLachlan
and
Acrosmith,
Lawrence, up until this point, has
dealt e.xclusively with images and
no dialogue.
Trying to escape both hell and
the demons that hound him,
Constantine reaches for heaven
and the scene slows down so the
audience can ponder the painting
before them.
More fallen angel than exorcist
extraordinaire, Constantine returns
to the surface. Confirming Isabel's
fiery fate, Weisz and Reeves set
out on a world-saving mission.
A lost book of the Bible pre
dicts Isabel's death will bring
about the reign of the son of Satan.
Rather than focusing on
see CONSTANTINE, page 8
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Photo courtesy of Warner Bros.

Keanu Reeves trades in Neo for John Constantine.
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'Dial 'M’ for murder’ - dial 'B’ for The Brides
Colleen Finnerty
Journal Staff

to fans at their merchandise table
after the show.
There is always something
novel about buying a band's CD
from the band themselves - if any
thing, it eliminates the hassle of
bribing bouncers with sexual
favors in exchange for backstage
passes.
Recently signed to Hell's
Hundred Records, a newly created
subsidiary of distributor Middle
Pillar, The Brides are currently
hawking their new self-titled full
length CD.
Live favorites like "Black
Market Rebate" and "Death Wears
Red" are rendered with clear pro
duction that is effective, not over
done.
The sound quality is an
improvement over their four selfproduced E.P.s, and really shows
off the interplay between the dif
ferent elements in The Brides'

You might expect something
more gimmicky from The Brides'
stage wardrobe - veils and wedding
gowns come to mind - but their
music makes enough of a statement
that their understated black shirts
and ties do just fine.
Their fusion of rockabilly
vocals, keyboard riffs straight out
of a B horror movie soundtrack and
horrorpunk guitars comes at the
-1- f
audience with all the force of
divorce papers - minus the legal
and emotional hassle.
During their live show at the
Skybar on Feb. 5, guitarist Corey
Gory
and
bassist
Gregjaw
exchanged witty repartee involving
their sexual proclivity while split
ting the duty of lead singer.
Photo courtesy of www.thebrides.net
Corey plays the part of front
man with natural charisma as The Brides bring in heavy crowds with their combonation of rockabiliy and angst.
Gregjaw stalks the stage like an undead pit stage presence is their drummer, D.W.
like "Dial 'M' for Murder" and "Less sound.
bull.
Friend.
Bloodletting Tonight" take themes of death
Nothing can completely recapture the
Corey's vocals are more of a rockabilly
While many drummers merely fade into and destruction and make them catchy and raucous energy of their live shows, but their
croon, while Gregjaw brings a growlier, the background, D.W. shows uncommon
fun.
CD packs enough punch to serve as a great
rougher edge.
showmanship by cracking jokes between
The crowd packed into the small venue soundtrack for you and your friends to blast
Keyboardist Julia Ghoulia hovers over songs, playing standing up and making con
received the band enthusiastically, exchang
in the car and sing along to.
her keyboard, pounding out the creepy torted facial expressions until another band
ing banter with them and singing and danc
If you're a fan of bands like the Misfits,
organ rhythms that make the Brides' sound member notices and cracks up.
ing along.
the Horrorpops, or the Cramps, chances are
so distinctive.
Their songs are upbeat while still retain
The band obviously enjoyed themselves you'll enjoy the happy marriage of rock
The surprising element of the band's ing a campy, dark lyrical sensibility. Songs on stage and were friendly and personable 'n'roll influences that is The Brides.
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'Medium' is runaway hit for NBC
Diana Rossi
Journal Staff

With all the stress of college
life and pointless class require
ments, there's nothing better than a
good TV show to help you escape
from reality for a while.
With all the choices of idiotic
programming that try to pass for
quality TV, it's hard to find a good
pick among this season's TV
shows that will glue your eyes to
the boob tube and actually not
make you dumber for doing it.
NBC has had a lot of runaway
hits in the past- "ER," "Friends,"
the "Law and Order" franchise,
"Joey," - haha, just kidding, but the
current buzz around the network
involves an Arquette with some
nnusual talents.
In
the
freshman
drama
"Medium," Patricia Arquette stars
as real-life , medium Allison
Dubois , who acts as a consultant
on the show.
A mother of three, Dubois real
izes at a very young age that she is
different; she dreams and visualiz
es dead people.
The audience soon discovers
that not only can she see dead peo
ple, but she can talk to them as
well and see the future in her
dreams.
She can sense evil in even the
most innocent looking people and

Like
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Write
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and

soon uses her talents to help solve
crimes among criticism and doubt
from non-believers in the criminal
justice system.
Her skills come in handy as
clues from some of the most horri
fying crimes are often brought to
the grave of those victims who are
the only witnesses as to what real
ly happened.
As the weeks progress, Dubois
realizes her deepest fears as she
slowly comes to terms with the
fact that two of her three daughters
have shown signs of following in
their "talented" mother's footsteps.
Among many other new dra
mas involving "other worldly
events," including CBS' "Lost,"
and FOX'S "Point Pleasant,"
"Medium" reaches a high note as a
perfect edge of your seat- white
knuckle thriller.
It takes a subject once taboo
and still widely disbelieved and
makes it understandable, person
able and identifiable.
Whether you believe in medi
ums or not, Arquette beautifully
illuminates Allison Dubois and
makes her strangely approachable
in her innocent strength.
You find yourself screaming at
the TV for people to trust in her
because she actually knows what's
going on - wait, that's just me? ok,
never mind then.
A lot of the show is based

around dream sequences Dubois
has in which she sees either into
the future, the past, or the present.
She doesn't always know that she
is dreaming, but when she wakes
up she realizes that her dream was
really a message she must deci
pher in order to save an innocent
victim or prosecute a murderous
villain.
Much in the way "Law and
Order: Special Victim's Unit"
makes viewers squirm with show
topics, "Medium" also has a major
cringe factor in its show’s con
tents.
' A lot of the plot lines have to do
with disgustingly vivid murder
sequences and even featured one
especially wince- worthy episode
involving a pedophile who wraps
his victims in carpets and leaves
them in the desert.
However gruesome the plot
lines, the goosebumbs are undeni
able.
It's the kind of show that you
have to watch snuggled in your
bed with a nightlight - just me
again, ok, forget I said that.
"Medium" airs every Monday
on NBC at 10:00 p.m. If you*
haven't started watching yet, don't
worry,-you won't be behind and
you can catch up like you never
missed an episode. Besides...
what else are you going to do at
10:00 p.m on a Monday night?

Entertainment here at the Suffolk Journal]

WWW.SUFFOLKJOURNAL.NET
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If s no 'Spider-man’
CONSTANTINE from page 6
Constantine's inner demons and any bud
ding romance, the screenwriters have to
take the audience on a world-saving adven
ture.
Lawrence had the potential to make a
clever and unique film. Bit parts by Djimon
Hounsou as the witchdoctor Midnite and
Gavin Rossdale as the demon Balthazar outcharm Reeves' performance.
"Young Adam" star, Tilda Swinton,
steals every scene as the perfectly androgy
nous archangel, Gabriel. Her sharp and
angular features combine with a milky
white complexion to paint a very different
angelic vision.
Making a brief, five-minute appearance
towards the end of the film Peter Stormare
as Satan provides more comic relief, humor
and even intensity than Reeves, LeBeouf

and Weisz combined.
Visually, Lawrence takes a slightly
skewed approach to the typical comic adap
tation.
Frequently employing slo-mo, he suc
cessfully walks the fine line between art and
"Matrix" imitation.
However, is it more blasphemous for
"Constantine" to make visual postulations
about what heaven may actually look like,
or to say the film's take on heaven is far
from heavenly?
Luckily for the audience, the Promised
Land is only glimpsed, no surprises are
actually ruined.
To date, there's never been a faithful
comic book adaptation and chances are
there never will be. "Constantine" may not
be as lackluster as "Daredevil," but it's no
"Spider-man”.

Itqff lomidt
Larh Riiielfeo- The Ihini
Chute$ too Narrow^' they are
$o damn catchy and it puti a
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Diana Reiii'Ceheed and Cambria
%TheSe€ondStage TurbineBladeil tahei all my energy net to turn
the 1 train Into a muiical* I ju$t
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Rich Parenteau- Korn
Greatest Hit$^ it'i good rage
muiic lo you don't hurt lomeone elie*
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Allston’s Grasshopper is not just for the veggies
Jill Clark_________________________

piy

Journal Contributor

Last Friday, the Suffolk community had
a chance to enjoy a little free lunch as well
as some food for thought.
Thanks to' Suffolk University Students
for Peace and Justice, who sponsored the
event, those who have already converted to
vegetarian eating enjoyed a little conven
ience and those new to the trend enjoyed a
little new knowledge.
The Grasshopper is a vegetarian restau
rant at 1 North Beacon Street in Allston that
focuses its fare on Chinese cuisine. They’ve
transformed the basic lo mein, fried rice and
even chicken fingers into healthier eating
with the help of tofu and Textured Vegetable
Protein (TVP).
Both are made of heart-healthy soy and
have been proven to be far more beneficial
than the fatty cuts of meat that are common
ly found in take-out menus.
The Grasshopper, however, is no new
phenomenon. The restaurant has been
around'since 1997, attracting vegetarian
gurus of all ages and price ranges to enjoy
its healthful dishes.
Among the more popular choices are the
sesame buckwheat noodles, the stir-fried
tofu with ginger and scallions and the stirfried veggie-shrimp.
Some of the dishes at Friday's lunch were
the fried vegetarian spring rolls (the first to
disappear), the tofu hand rolls and lo mein
with tofu and vegi-meat.
Those who got to the spring rolls before
I could raved that although they could taste
the difference of this neo-Chinese takeout.
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Photo courtesy of www.planetyy.com

Boston’s own Grasshopper proves that vegetarianism can be tasty and heaithy.
they were still crispy and delicious, which
sounds awfully close to the real thing.
The tofu hand rolls were among one of
the more interesting things I have ever eaten
- strips of tofu were fried and dunked in a
thick tempura-like batter before being
tossed into the deep fryer.
Oddly but pleasantly enough, the texture
was just like a com dog, but still went well
with every other dish.
The lo mein was just like it should be if
it were coming from a typical Chinese
restaurant; loads of warm noodles were
smothered in sauce with chunks of stir-fried

tofu and Vegi-meat and cooked vegetables.
All three dishes made me feel like 1 had
just gotten free take-out - especially since
they still forgot my fortune cookie.
Vegetarian eating is not such a new phe
nomenon either. The dietary trend began in
the late 1960's as a way to advocate the
humane treatment of animals raised for
meat.
According to the Animal Protection
Institute and their Beginner's Guide [to]
Going Veggie, "[animals] are crammed into
tiny cages or crowed pens and undergo
painful...procedures...so that farmers can

maximize production."
Animal cruelty is far from the only rea
son to advocate vegetarian eating. The
API's guide also states: "...vegetarians have
a 24% reduced risk of heart disease com
pared to non-vegetarians."
A vegetarian lifestyle is also strongly
associated with reduced risks for obesity,
diabetes and several kinds of cancers. Many
health professionals are also convinced of
how much vegetarian diets will benefit our
environment.
They are so convinced of this that they
feel as though the environmental implica
tions should suffice for why vegetarianism
is the way to go.
"The way that we breed animals for food
is a threat to the planet," says David
Brubaker, Project Director for The Center
for a Livable Future at John Hopkins in
Baltimore, MD. "It pollutes our environ
ment while consuming huge amounts of
water, grain, petroleum, pesticides and
drugs. The results are disastrous."
Clearly, if the above reasons for eating
less meat and more plant-based foods are
only the tip of the iceberg to the benefits of
vegetarianism, then everyone should con
sider tweaking their lifestyles for their bod
ies, if not for our world.
Grasshopper and SUSPJ aren't just per
suading us to eat more healthfully with
amazingly good food.
They're promoting happier living for the
cows, pigs and chickens that otherwise
would have clogged your arteries covered
with extra crispiness and General Tao's
sauce.
Chew on that.

IMPORTANT REMINDER
FROM THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID
Financial aid application forms were recently mailed to all under
graduate students. If you did not receive your packet, please stop by
or contact the Office of Finaneial Aid (617) 573-8470 to pick one up.
Application forms can also be obtained online at
www.suffolk.edu/finaid/download_forms.html.
Graduate student application forms can be pieked up at the Financial
Aid Office or obtained at the above web site.

Remember, the undergraduate deadline is MARCH 1 and the gradu
ate student deadline is APRIL 1. .
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Briefs

Lady Rams gearing up for the playoff run
The Suffolk University women's basketball team played two more conference games
this past weekend and was looking to secure a spot in the GNAC playoff race. The Lady
Rams traveled across town to take on the defending GNAC champion Emmanuel College
Saints on Saturday, Feb. 12, but was unable to record an upset, losing 53-69. Suffolk
had a rough first half, shooting 23.1% from the floor and putting up only 19 points.
Emmanuel had a 16-point lead at the half and would win the game by the same
margin, despite the Rams nearly doubling their production in the second half.
Sophomore Jenn Fogg led all scorers with 17 points and added five rebounds in the loss.
Fellow sophomore Lauren Burns was the only other Suffolk player in double figures, with
her 10 points. Emmanuel College remained undefeated with its 10-0 GNAC record and
improved to 21-2 overall on the season.
The Lady Rams followed the loss to Emmanuel with a 68-58 win, bouncing back
against St. Joseph's College on Monday, Feb. 14. Suffolk's defense set the pace early on,
holding St. Joe's to 16.7 % shooting in the first half. The Rams fared much better, getting
a game high 20 points from senior Allison Fox. Fogg posted 13 rebounds with eight
points, while freshman Katlyn Klecha put up 13 points in the win. With two games left
on the schedule Suffolk has a 6-4 GNAC record, good for seventh place in the confer
ence standings.

Thursday, February 17
Women’s basketball Vs. Pine Manor 5:30pm
Men’s basketball Vs. Albertus Magnus 7:30pm
Hockey @ Fitchburg State 7:00pm

Saturday, February 19
Men’s basketball @ Rivier 1:00pm
Women’s basketball @ Rivier 3:00pm

Hockey team fighting for final playoff spot
The Suffolk hockey team looked to gain some points with a pair of away games
against Plymouth State and Framingham State. The Rams took Plymouth State into over
time on Wednesday, Feb. 9, but lost in sudden death 2-3. Freshman Ryan Coakley put
the Rams up 1-0 in the second period, with his seventh goal of the season. The Rams
then gave up two goals, before senior Kevin Coakley tied the game in the third period
with his fourth goal of the season. In overtime, Plymouth State capitalized on a Ram
slashing penalty, netting a power play goal and taking home the win.
The Rams played another overtime game against Framingham State on Saturday,
Feb. 12, but this time the game would end in a 3-3 tie. Suffolk had a 2-0 lead by the sec
ond period after goals from seniors Bill Corcoran and Dave Silva. Framingham State then
scored three unanswered goals before Kevin Coakley scored the game tying power play
goal in the third period. Suffolk currently sits in ninth place in the ECAC Northeast stand
ings.
- Compiled by Sports Editor, Rich Parenteau

Sunday, February 20
Hockey Vs. UMass Dartmouth 7:00pm

' Vlonday, F ebruary 21
Hockey @ Southern New Hampshire 7:30pm

QuinNIPIAC

U:

ACCOLADES FOR THE MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program continues to
prepare business professionals for the realities of management in global,
technology-driven work environments in specializations such as:
• ACCOUNTING • COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
• ECONOMICS • FINANCE • INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
• Management • Marketing • Health Administration

OUR TOP 10

GRADUATE MAJORS:
MBA, Physician Assistant,
Interactive Communications,
Teaching, Biomedical Sciences,

Did you know you could be a
reporter, just like Kent?

Molecular/Cell Biology,
Journalism, Nursing,
Computer Information Systems,
Accounting

MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING

Well, kind of!
oin us at our weekly assignment meetings to
see how you can get involvec..

Sheila Wycinowski, Director of Curriculum and Staff Development at Amity
High School, explains, "Basically we look to hire Quinnipiac students. They
have a clear understanding of lesson planning and classroom management
and the balance between them." She also characterizes Quinnipiac students
as articulate, creative, able to encourage higher-level thinking in students,
and able to incorporate technology into their teaching.

YOUR NEXT MOVE ..............................................

New writers, photogrpahers and copy editors
always welcome.

We meet Thursdays at 1pm
Donahue 428 (Journal Office)

www.suffolkjournal.net

.....

Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally
accredited business program, the Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
Program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed to
thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more information,
call 1 -800-462-1944 or visit v/ww.quinnipiac.edu,

Quinnipiac University
Hamden, Connecticut

Soorts
The Suffolk Journal
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Saints put out Rams’ fire in finai minutes
pPiMlii™

Richard Parenteau
Journal Staff

Thompson kept the Rams within striking dis
tance through that stretch of the game.
But with 2:19 to play, Emmanuel would pull

.......... m

Earlier

this

season

when

the

Wiiliiiilii

Suffolk

■ away for good. A six point swing resulting Irom

iiK

University men's basketball team met up with
Emmanuel College, the Rams left the game with
the bitter taste of defeat in their mouths, having to

two Emmanuel three point plays and three
Suffolk turnovers, sealed the deal for the Saints.
Suffolk lost to Emmanuel for the second time

chew on a 30-point rout at the hands of the

this season, losing their grip in the final minutes

Saints.

of play. "When it came down to the end, we were

p,lll

The Rams were hoping the second course
would be more to their liking and while the
rematch on Saturday, Feb. 12, was a completely

there," said coach McHugh. "We threw the ball
i:

away a couple times and you can't do that against

i

a good team." The Rams had three players in
double figures in a game where they shot 42.9%

different game, Suffolk was unable to produce a

from the field. Emma had a game high 23 points

different result, losing to Emmanuel 70-74.

on 8-11 shooting.

If the Saints were expecting a repeat perform

Thompson finished with 15 points and seven

ance of the first game out of the Rams, they were
not going to get it. Suffolk entered the game
looking to wrap up its three game home stand

mm

' with his team high eight rebounds. The Rams’

- i lx,!. - •

second half, but a 19% performance by Suffolk

boards, while Tighe added 10 points to go along
defense held Emmanuel to 31.3% shooting in the

with a winning record and avoid recording the
team's sixth losing streak of the season.
Suffolk set the tempo early on, jumping out to
a 9-0 lead, just over three minutes into the game.
The Saints, conversely, came out of the gates
slow and shaky, misfiring on their first six shots
before they were able to turn things around.
Emmanuel managed to scrounge together a
six-point lead at the break, closing out the half
with a small 7-2 run.
The Rams held their ground against a team
that has been atop the standings all season and
which currently sits one game behind Norwich
for first place in the conference.
"This is a team that's probably the most tal
ented team in the league," said Rams’ head
Coach Dennis McHugh of Emmanuel. "It's a

______ :

.

J

Photo Courtesy of Richard Parenteau

from beyond the arc didn't help the Rams' cause.
"We had a chance to win," expressed

Senior co-captains Chris Emma (14) and Chris Tighe (22) look for an open shot in
the Rams 70-74 loss to second place Emmanuel College.
through the first 20 minutes and was just as dead

first minute of the second half the Saints went up

locked on paper.

by 10, sinking two quick shots and shutting down

Both teams shot over 40% in the first half and

McHugh. "It didn't happen but it's one of those
things where you tell the kids, 'hey you played
hard.' And you just keep on going."
Suffolk slipped to 7-15 on the season and will
carry a 5-10 conference record into the last week

the Rams offensive attack.

of the regular season.

had fewer than 10 turnovers. Each also had four

Suffolk, however, would not let the game get

steals, made five free throws, and nailed three

out of hand and got back on track after a quick

The Rams are currently in the seventh spot in

three-pointers before the break.

timeout. A jump shot by senior co-captain Chris

the Great Northeast Athletic Conference playoff

Neither team was dominating in any major

Tighe capped off a 15-3 run by Suffolk and gave

standings and will continue to do what they do

statistical category and the door was still open for

the Rams their first lead of the second half at 47

best; ignore their opponents' record and fight

one team to make a move and pull away in the

45.

until the final hom.

second half
As play got back underway, it looked as if

From there, it was a neck and neck game with

"We have very great kids," commented

the lead changing hands eight times before the

McHugh. "Sometimes it's just one of those years

very good team'. They are very athletic." The

Emmanuel had every intention of taking on that

end of regulation. Timely shots by senior co-cap

where the ball is not going in. But 1 wouldn't

game was a back and forth battle on the court

role and sending the fans home early. Within the

tain Chris Emma and junior forward Peter

trade these guys for anybody."

University Dateline
For more information for getting your event iisted in Dateline
contact the Student Activities Office at (617) 573-8320.
Wednesday, February 16
"The
Graduate"
Senior
Career
Workshops: Social Science Majors
Noon-l:15pm Sawyer 1021

Thursday, February 17
Public Relations Club Meeting
1pm Ridgeway 400
Suffolk Sorority Informational Meeting
1pm Sawyer 1021

Heart Health Program with Harvard
Pilgrim llam-2pm
CMD Conf. Room, 1 Beacon 25th Floor
Career Doctor
ll:45am-l:15pm Sawyer Lobby
Responding to Climate Change: The
Kyoto Protocol & Other Initiatives
l-2pm Donahue 311
GLBT OUTing - Bowling
5-8pm Contact Diversity Services to
RSVP
b'>i

c;^

Friday, February 18
Orientation Leader Applications
Due Today
Office of Student Activities and Service
Learning, Donahue 529

Taoist Retreat: 12 Days of Reading,
Reflection, and Practice
"The
Graduate"
Senior
Career l-2pm Interfaith Center, Donahue 540
Workshops: Social Science Majors
Hip Hop Comedy Show
1-2:15pm Sawyer 929
6-9:30pm C. Walsh Theater
Beyond the Whiteness of Whiteness
Tuesday, February 22
Noon-lpm S.O.U.L.S. Office, D- 424
Dress for Success
12:55-2:55pm
Malcom X-The Movie
Leave from the Sawyer Lobby to travel
l-3pm Donahue 4th Floor Lounge
to Brooks Brothers on Newbury
"Eat my Improv" Comedy Festival
7-9pm C. Walsh Theater

Information Session for Study Abroad
Scholarships l-2pm
73 Tremont, 4th Floor Conference Room

